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interested in building high precision systems that return very specific and focused material on
top ranks (top 20) of their results. In such as scenario, this representation seems to be a right
choice at the cost of having a larger document representation. The number oflogical terms and
statements is normally around half of the number of phrases.
Conclusion and future works
In this paper we presented an NLP/Logical approach, called RDR (Rich Document
Representation), which uses a rich set of features to represent XML elements. These features
are single terms, phrases, logical terms and logical statements. Logical terms and statements
are extracted from text by using linguistic clues. The simplest clue is a proposition.
We conducted our experiments using INEX 2004 test collection and satisfactory results seems
to suggest the RDR representation could provide a better representation for elements. The
results show that RDR improves specificity of the elements returned to the user which is one
ofthe goals ofXML information retrieval. In INEX2004 collection with S2e123 measure, this
method almost outperformed any other system.
In future, we are going to conduct more tests on different domains and collections and to
improve on document representation by using automatic relevance feedback. We also need to
focus on improving our NLP methods for extracting the logical forms. Weare hoping, to
improve our information extraction methods and produce better and more reliable logical
statements which will result in even higher precision.
Another direction could be using relevance feedback to make it possible for the system to
adapt itselfto the user judgments.
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